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Who are we?

Alison is a partner in Withers’ 

charity law team, with over 25 

years experience advising 

charities.  She specialises in  

NHS charities, advising them 

and negotiating on their behalf 

with the Charity Commission.

Roger is a senior associate in 

Withers’ charity law team, with 

extensive experience advising 

NHS charities and NHS Charities 

Together with Alison Paines,

Withers is a law firm with a long history 

advising charities and philanthropists.  It 

helped set up the Association of NHS 

Charities (NHS Charities Together) and acts 

as its honorary legal advisor. 

This is the first in a series of webinars offered 

by Withers on legal issues for NHS charities.



● NHS Trust / FT: corporate trustee: ultimate responsibility

● Charitable Funds Committee – delegated responsibility

● NHS charities and ‘connected’ NHS body (Charity 

Commission guidance)

● Managing conflicts of interest and loyalty

● Charity Governance Code

Good governance for NHS Charities



● Review your Main Board arrangements for charity 

business: What involvement in setting priorities? 

Receiving reports? Ultimate approvals? 

● How is your CFC constituted?  Check basis and 

scope of delegation (may need to amend charity 

governing instrument).  Do you have the right 

people on the CFC (skills audit)?

● Grant-making: How do you evidence 

independence, scrutiny and proper decision-

making?  How do you manage conflicts?  

Importance of proper oversight and reporting (to 

Main Board and funders) 

Immediate takeaways re governance



● Core principles of NHS charity expenditure 

• Within the charity’s objects?

• What is the Immediate and direct effect of the spending? 

• Is there a more effective way of using the funds? 

● How does this apply to grant making in practice?

● Where is the line of what you can and cannot fund?

Charitable expenditure – Core principles



Charitable expenditure – Staff Benefit

Is it within the objects of the 

charity (or restricted fund)?

Is immediate and direct effect of 

spending too far removed from 

charitable outcome?

Is there a more effective use of 

available funds?

• Education and training

• Staff support

• Recreational facilities

• Overseas work

• Social events

• Bonuses or retirement gifts

• Hardship funds



Charitable expenditure – Other examples

Is it within the objects of the 

charity (or restricted fund)?

Is the immediate and direct effect 

of spending too far removed from 

charitable outcome?

Is it a more effective use of 

available funds than other 

alternatives in need of funding?

• What is the benefit for 

NHS patients?

• Will it reduce the strain 

on NHS services?

• Will the project have a 

direct charitable outcome?

• Should the funding be 

restricted? 

• What are the other funding 

priorities and possible 

activities within the NHS? 



● Exchequer funding and the scope of NHS 

objects

● Charities and public service delivery

Charitable expenditure – Funding & objects



NHS Charities in the spotlight



● Fundraising

● Legacy disputes: confusion and special cases

● Media - reputation: a key asset for your charity

● Freedom of Information Act: how it affects your 

charity

NHS charities in the spotlight



Restricted funds

Charitable funds

Unrestricted funds Restricted funds

General Designated Income Endowment

PermanentExpendable

● Making the best of what you have: rationalising 

restricted funds and releasing them for different 

purpose

● Restricted funds – a quick refresher:



Restricted funds

● Fundholders and regulations – issues for trustees



Any questions?
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Global office locations

London | Cambridge | Geneva | Milan | Padua | Sydney | Hong Kong | Singapore | Tokyo | British Virgin Islands

New York | Greenwich | New Haven | San Francisco | Los Angeles | Rancho Santa Fe | San Diego

Withers LLP is one of a number of affiliated firms and entities (‘the firm’) which are authorised to use the name 'Withers'. A list of all entities within this group

is available at www.withersworldwide.com. The content of this document has been prepared for information purposes only, is intended to reflect the firm’s

interpretation of the law and legal developments as at the date of publication and may be revised at a later date. This document does not constitute and

should not be construed as legal advice from the firm and the provision of it does not create any contractual relationship with any entity. The firm accepts no

responsibility nor liability for errors or omissions in this document nor any loss which may result from reliance on any of the information or opinions

contained in this document including any actions taken or not taken based on any or all the content save that nothing in this disclaimer excludes or limits

any liability which cannot be excluded or limited under applicable law. You should not act or refrain from acting upon this information without seeking

professional legal advice.

Withers LLP - 20 Old Bailey, London EC4M 7AN T: +44 20 7597 6000 F: +44 20 7597 6543
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Thank you

https://www.withersworldwide.com/

